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Any self respecting filmmaker
starts their edits with their best
shots, so let me try to do the
same in my writing:
My top tip when buying a DJI product is to buy
from a local and reputable dealer rather than
direct from DJI; sending any faulty item back
to Holland at your own expense can be costly.
That’s not to say much has gone wrong over
the years, but because I buy most of my gear
from CVP - other retailers are available - you
have the piece of mind that you are dealing
with a UK-based operator and your contract is
with them. The price - in this case £669 at the
time of writing - is exactly the same as buying
direct on the DJI website, and while I had to
wait a couple of weeks for CVP to get it in
stock, it came much sooner than anticipated.
Now the opening sequence in this imaginary
film edit is over, you’ve been hooked in with a
scintillating tip we now fade to black, the music
changes mood… and we move seamlessly
onto the product itself, perhaps with a tasteful
cross dissolve?

THE HOLY
GRAIL OF
FILMMAKING
DJI RONIN-S
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If you read my review of the GH5 in Issue 129
at the beginning of the year, you know I’m a
filmmaker that is all about small form factor.
My basic setup combines the tiny yet powerful
mirrorless Panasonic GH5 with the wonderfully
compact Sennheiser AVX wireless mic system.
Together you’ve got a run and gun set up to
die for.
Unless you actually run!
Running with the GH5, no matter how good
your duck walk will leave you with unwatchably
shaky shots. The holy grail of filmmaking
is for the camera to fly, to swoop, to follow
seamlessly without glitch or any of that pesky
interference that might otherwise jarr the
audience out of their all-important bubble.
To that end we spend endless time and
energy stablising our shots. I have a large
camera jib which is amazingly impractical and
laborious. I have a drone which is so heavily
regulated it’s almost unusable unless you are
lucky enough to work for in-house aerial team
at The National Trust. I have an indispensable
glidetrack and a tripod, and whilst I wouldn’t
go anywhere without those two bits of kit,
there are times when they simply don’t quite
cut the mustard. And so, many years ago I
started my odyssey into buying hand-held
supports.
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CONTINUED

THE HOLY
GRAIL OF
FILMMAKING
It began with the old counter-balanced
Glidecam HD-2000 - I literally can’t believe it
is still retailing for about £450! I never could
balance it properly, I just didn’t have the
patience. Then I got the original DJI Osmo
the moment that came out and I loved the
fact you could flick it on and you were away,
but the camera just wasn’t good enough in
low light and, whilst its own battery was fairly
good you inevitably discovered you had no
juice left in your phone or couldn’t afford to
waste the battery you did have left!. It was
less than perfect.
And so finally the Ronin-S arrived, is this
what I’ve been waiting for all this time?
I’m going to race through the basics here
because if you’re serious about buying this
product you’ll have done your online research.
Imagine this is the quick-cut Rocky training
montage part of this edited review. Here we
go...
The build quality is great, really robust. Love
the high quality foam carry case. Balancing
took about 20 minutes first time round,
watching along with the DJI instruction video,
now everything is set up it takes seconds.
Amazed how brilliantly it worked with the GH5
AND the considerably heavier Canon 1DC.
The quick release plate fits my manfrotto
tripods, though not all of them! It’s silent.
The battery lasts for 12 hours. It’s amazing.
So now the imaginary film edit we are in
completes the Rocky sequence as we come
up to the top of the steps for the last time.
The epic point of view drone shot circles
around my head and I hold the whole
wonderful gimbal aloft triumphantly. Now cut

to me sitting in a comfy chair by a fireplace.
You’re about to get a few important details.
I bought this product because I wanted
something small and easy to set up, so
it wouldn’t interfere with my run and gun
ethos. I got it because at the moment it fully
integrates with my favourite camera - the
GH5. It does both of those things wonderfully.
I’m no weightlifter but this gimbal is totally
manageable, even with the Canon mounted
I could operate it without a problem. In fact
the infinitely superior autofocus on the Canon
means this is probably the perfect small form
gimbal/camera combination on the market
at the moment. But with the Panasonic
combined with the focus wheel and the on
handle record button, you’ve got the next best
thing. In short it ticked all the boxes I bought it
for. Then it kept on giving.
The capture menus on the Ronin App offer
almost limitless opportunities to program
repetitive movements, change all the motion
parameters and control things from afar
with your mobile phone. This means it could
easily be used as a tripod at the front of a
conference you’re streaming live on the web,
or as a discreet camera out of the way at the
front of a wedding. You could stick onto a
boom pole and use it as a mini jib. All DJI need
to do now is to add a live view to the mobile
app and we’re away!
I’m so excited about the creative possibilities
of this incredible tool that I can’t believe it
only cost £669. I almost can’t imagine I’ll be
filming without it, and what’s more, it is going
to do wonders for my arms. In short this is a
must have piece of kit for anyone that needs
stablised shots - which is everyone isn’t it?

Atomos and Your Camera.

A Perfect Partnership.

> Record to ProRes, ProRes RAW, DNxHR and CinemaDNG
> Support for up to 4K 60p and 2K 240p
> Instantly Review, Playout and Playlist
> Support for Slow-motion Playback at 50, 25, 12.5 and 6.25%
> High-Bright HDR 1920x1080 Calibratable Displays
> Native, PQ and HLG Monitoring and Output Transforms
> Built-in Log processing to Linear HDR, REC.709 and 3D LUTs
> Metadata Tag footage with XML Export
> Available in 5, 7 and 19-inch models for On-Camera,
Director, DIT and In-Studio applications.

Contact us for further information on +44 (0) 1223 228000
atomos@globaldistribution.com
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